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 MEETING NOTES 
 

Project: Honolulu Harbor 2050 Master Plan (HHMP) 

Date/Time: Wednesday, November 7, 2018, 8:30 a.m. HST 

Location: Homer A. Maxey International Trade Resource Center 
521 Ala Moana Blvd, Honolulu, HI 96813, USA 

Purpose: Adaptation & Resiliency Sub-TAC, Meeting #3   

Attendees: See attached sign-in sheet 

 
A. Recap of Meeting #2  

1. Issues and ideas discussion from Meeting #2:  
See Meeting #2 notes for additional discussion and detail. 

a. Port adaptation to sea level rise due to climate change: 
i. Consider developing a storm surge sea wall 15 to 20 feet high, 

around the critical harbor infrastructure (e.g. Sand Island cargo 
facilities) and critical infrastructure located outside of the harbor 
boundary (e.g. the SIWWTP, the aviation fuel tank farm [not on 
Sand Island] and Island Energy Service’s [IES] fuel tank facility 
at Pier 30). 

ii. Consider developing 15- to 20-foot high breakwalls for storm 
surge protection at the main harbor entrance. 

iii. Consider elevating interconnecting roadways as a protective 
design feature in adaptation strategies. 

iv. The current hub and spoke system with Honolulu Harbor 
feeding the Neighbor Islands is not sustainable. There is too 
much dependency on this one harbor for the health and safety 
of the state. Look at other harbors or other state properties 
where back-up deep draft harbor facilities can be developed. 

b. Rising water table will release petroleum contamination present in 
groundwater by forcing it to the surface: 

i. Consider conducting additional drilling and testing to determine 
the extent of soil and ground water pollution. 

c. Operational resiliency: 
i. Consider developing a dedicated harbor power plant. 
ii. Consider developing strengthened piers identified for 

emergency staging that can handle roll-on/roll-off (RO-RO) 
ramps. 

iii. Consider developing protected power distribution systems with 
receptacles/sockets to plug emergency, temporary power 
generators into the grid (e.g., land-based generators and/or 
ship-based generators). 
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iv. Consider replacing the Sand Island Bridge at Kalihi Channel 
with a new fixed bridge that would allow tug boats and fishing 
vessels up to a certain air draft to pass under, and also has lift 
capability to allow larger container and tanker vessels to pass. 

d. Disaster / Emergency response: 
i. Consider preparing areas to stage mobile fuel tanks for 

emergency generators.  
ii. Consider pre-staging heavy equipment at each of the major 

cargo piers such that it won’t have to be transported on public 
roads. 

e. Port reconstitution following an emergency: 
i. Consider identifying open space areas for emergency debris 

clearance and waste management. 
 
B. Facilitated Group Discussion  

The participants were divided into 3 working groups. Each group was given 20 
minutes to discuss, identify and provide the rationale for the three most important 
adaptation and resiliency funding priorities. The following guidelines were 
provided as a framework for the groups’ discussions: 1) Consider short-term, 
mid-term and long-term strategies for phasing; 2) Phases should allow for 
continuous harbor operations; and 3) Identify potential partnerships to address 
issues within and/or that extend outside of the harbor boundary. Afterwards, each 
group was asked to summarize and share their discussions with the other 
groups. The following is a record of each group’s discussions.  
1. Group 1 

a. Priority 1 – Plan to protect and adapt fuel systems that serve the 
harbor and airport: 

i. Consider developing a plan to protect the existing fuel supplies 
and fuel supply chains for emergency generators to ensure 
there will be sufficient fuel to power critical operations after a 
natural disaster. Generators are powered by diesel fuel, so 
understanding and protecting the fuel supply is critical to ensure 
an adequate energy supply if a natural disaster destroys one of 
the major power plants. Identify the fuel needs and usage that 
will be required to operate generators for critical harbor 
operations.  

ii. Consider the frequency of and infrastructural needs for fuel 
deliveries to support critical operations after a natural disaster, 
e.g., during normal operations, YB relies on 2 weekly fuel 
deliveries; however, after a natural disaster, it may be as 
frequent as every day.  

iii. Consider hardening existing infrastructure to protect fuels tanks 
in place and prevent potential fuel spillage/contamination during 
and after a natural disaster. Some of the fuel tanks are located 
outside of the harbor boundary, e.g., Pier 30, along Sand Island 
Access Road. 
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b. Priority 2 – Prioritize and adapt piers and harbor infrastructure for 
emergency response  

i. Recommend DOT-H raise and strengthen its piers for harbor 
resiliency and to adapt to projected sea level rise. Recommend 
DOT-H identify and prioritize piers for these improvements. 
Recommend raising Piers 1/2 first since it is the ideal location 
for emergency staging of goods, supplies, equipment, and 
response management, etc. While the piers are being 
reconstructed, there should be an alternate location for 
displaced operations to temporarily relocate to ensure 
operations are not disrupted.  

ii. Identify location(s) to stage critical emergency response 
operations and ensure that it is equipped with strengthened 
power distribution (e.g., hardened conduits) and pier 
infrastructure (e.g., strengthened for barge RO-RO ramps and 
mobile cranes).  

iii. Consider developing emergency staging locations on other 
islands.  

iv. Consider developing multiple locations where critical equipment 
can be loaded onto a barge and transported out of the harbor to 
a safe location in preparation for a natural disaster.  

v. Consider harbor adaptation strategies implemented in Alaska as 
a case study. [Note: Harbor adaptation strategies in Alaska are 
available online at https://adaptalaska.org.] 

vi. Consider the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s 
(FEMA) Port Security Grant Program, and Disaster Recovery 
and Reform Act (DRRA, contact Larry Konda, HI-EMA) as 
potential sources of funding for port resiliency improvements.  

c. Priority 3 – Identify critical harbor operations and their power supply 
needed for port reconstitution: 

i. DOT-H and facility operators should identify and prioritize critical 
facilities/operations, their energy needs, and how much fuel is 
needed. It should be determined how to support the operations’ 
energy needs with back-up generators. Generators should be 
procured, pre-deployed, and protected at critical locations 
because transporting generators after a disaster may not be 
feasible depending on the condition of roadways. 

ii. Generators are a more reliable back-up power source than a 
dedicated harbor power plant. It is unlikely that FEMA would be 
able to transport sufficient generators to the island after a 
natural disaster, so DOT-H and private operators should 
procure sufficient generators to support critical harbor 
operations. DOT-H may be able to access State or Federal 
funds to purchase emergency back-up generators. 

2. Group 2 
a. Priority 1 – Pier modifications 

https://adaptalaska.org/
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i. Raise piers 
a. Determine a standard pier elevation to raise all the piers 

in order to accommodate future sea level rise. The 
standard pier height will help operators to plan their 
operations accordingly, e.g., manage ballast water. 
Consider using the pier elevation for Kapālama Container 
Terminal as the standard pier elevation since it was 
designed to anticipate sea level rise.  

b. Consider reinforcing the piers while they are being 
raised. 

ii. Review pier configuration 
a. The pier configuration has haphazardly evolved over 

time. Consider reconfiguring or consolidating piers to 
support current and/or future operations and maximize 
efficient use of space, e.g., fill in YB’s slipway to create 
more yard space.  

iii. Phased implementation 
a. Piers cannot be used during renovation, so consider 

identifying alternative flexible space needed to 
temporarily accommodate displaced operations until pier 
renovations are completed. Determine and prioritize 
renovations needed for the flexible space so that it can 
accommodate displaced operations, otherwise the harbor 
will be operating at a diminished capacity during 
renovations. Potential alternative flexible space includes:  

i. Pier 60 – The Ke‘ehi Channel would require 
dredging.  

ii. Kalaeloa Barbers Point Harbor (KBPH)  
b. As operations are displaced, consider reorganizing 

and/or consolidating similar maritime uses within the 
harbor. 

b. Priority 2 – Roads 
i. Roadways – If piers are raised, the interconnecting roadways 

will also need to be modified to accommodate the new pier 
height. When designing the roadways, consider the following 
spillover effects:  

a. Potential to generate more traffic and longer queuing 
lanes.  

b. Potential for higher roadways to function as dikes, which 
could prevent storm water from flowing downstream 
resulting in localized flooding. Consider collaborating with 
the City and County of Honolulu (CCH) to prepare a 
regional drainage master plan to identify and understand 
drainage patterns. 

ii. Sand Island Bridge – Consider replacing the Sand Island Bridge 
with a new, higher fixed bridge since draw-type bridges tend to 
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rust and malfunction in Hawai‘i. Sufficient clearance is needed 
below the new bridge to allow passage of smaller vessels (tug 
boats, barges and fishing vessels).  

a. If dredging the Kalihi Channel deeper, it will be necessary 
to first relocate the existing pipelines that cross the 
channel under and near Sand Island Bridge, which may 
be a potential constraint. Some of the pipelines were 
already relocated deeper for the Kapālama Container 
Terminal (KCT) project.  

b. Reconstructing the bridge is a long-term project that will 
take 10-15 years to complete. The project will also 
depend on available financing.  

c. Priority 3 – Emergency Power  
i. Power generation – Consider developing an emergency power 

source onsite or nearby to support critical harbor operations. 
Consider whether DOT-H should develop a single or multiple 
energy sources.  

ii. Power transmission – Consider developing and protecting the 
power transmission systems to ensure emergency power can 
be transferred to and support critical harbor operations. 
Consider whether the electrical conduit lines will be located 
above or below ground and develop strategies to protect the 
conduit from flooding or other impacts.   

iii. Potential sites for harbor power generation system – Consider 
locating a power plant at the following sites:  

a. Lowe’s – If the building is vacated.  
b. Hilo Hattie – The building is currently vacant. 
c. YB – The operator is open to developing onsite 

emergency generation. They could potentially develop a 
multistory parking structure with the following features:  

i. Lower floor – Emergency refrigeration facility for 
essential cargo that must stay cold.  

ii. Second floor – Storage of emergency power 
generators to avoid damage from flooding or storm 
surges.  

iv. Alternative energy – Find decentralized locations for renewable 
power generation; 

a. Consider installing solar panels on all buildings located 
within the harbor boundary.  

b. Consider developing partnerships with adjacent 
businesses (e.g., Costco, Home Depot, Lowes, former 
Hilo Hatties building, etc.) to access renewable energy 
generated on their property. The adjacent businesses 
could receive a discounted price for energy as an 
incentive to provide emergency power to the harbor.  
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c. Research new solar panel technologies that are resilient 
to hurricanes. 

d. Recommend hardening power distribution infrastructure 
(harden and waterproof conduits).  

e. Consider developing a multi-story, hardened structure at 
YB’s yard and at Piers 19/20 to house emergency 
generators and battery banks above flood and wave 
surge heights.  

d. Other Topics 
i. Funding source – The US DOT, Maritime Administration 

(MARAD) has available funding to support maritime 
improvements in ports designated as part of the Marine 
Highway system.  

ii. Environmental compliance – Initiate consultation with the US 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and other regulatory 
agencies early in the process.   

iii. Permitting process – Typically, for Harbors projects, the federal 
nexus (if any) will be the US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE). Initiate consultation early with USACE. 

3. Group 3 
a. Priority 1 – Recommend DOT-H continue to work with the US Coast 

Guard (USCG) and the Area Maritime Security Committee (AMSC) to 
develop the Marine Transportation System (MTS) Recovery Plan: 

i. The MTS identifies all the actions needed to restore and 
maintain the marine transportation system immediately following 
a disaster. The MTS should include recommendations for pier 
improvements and power/fuel requirements to support 
immediate restoration and maintenance of critical harbor 
operations. The MTS is an immediate short-term plan that 
should be complementary to a long-term recovery plan. 

ii. The MTS is prepared by the AMSC, which is a collaboration 
between federal, state and local agencies and industry with the 
purpose of immediately restoring the maritime transportation 
system post-disaster. In the long-term, post-disaster recovery 
would be managed by FEMA.   

b. Priority 2 – Determine the feasibility of opening a second, deep-draft 
channel and alternative, emergency port outside of Honolulu Harbor for 
use in the event that Honolulu Harbor is shut down by a natural or 
man-made disaster. A secondary harbor facility could provide flexible 
area to relocate displaced operations as well as emergency staging 
and/or container capacity during port reconstitution. 

i. Consider deepening channels in Keehi Lagoon to provide deep-
draft access to landside areas along Lagoon Drive or Pier 60 
that could be developed and used for emergency cargo 
operations. 
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ii. Consider improving KBPH to handle emergency cargo needs. 
Acquiring additional land and expanding KBPH may be a low 
cost and less complex option for developing secondary harbor 
capacity. KBPH is also an optimal location since a majority of 
the goods and products that arrive in Honolulu Harbor are 
transported to Kapolei. In addition, environmental compliance 
regulations would be less complicated than for Honolulu Harbor 
due to the less complex natural and man-made environment at 
KBPH.   

iii. Consider reopening the Kalihi Channel as a second deep draft 
access for Honolulu Harbor. Determine if there are feasible 
design alternatives for a new bridge that would allow use by 
smaller vessels (tug, barge and fishing vessels) during normal 
conditions, but that could be quickly opened for large deep-draft 
vessels in the event of an emergency. 

a. The planning and permitting for a second entrance would 
be complex and lengthy to complete. The environmental 
surveys conducted for the permitting would be valid for 
approximately a decade.  

c. Priority 3 – Start long-term studies on watershed drainage, sediment, 
raising piers/roadways, breakwalls, secondary harbor facility, etc. 

i. Long-term studies should be started since they can take a while 
prepare. 

ii. Consider developing consistent standards for operations and 
facility improvements so if an operation is displaced there are 
other flexible multi-use areas with suitable infrastructure to 
accommodate the displaced operations. This will minimize 
potential impacts to the displaced operator. Standards for 
operations and facilities will also make it easier to plan for 
emergency response and overall long-term operations of the 
harbor. Identifying alternative flexible areas will be difficult since 
space is constrained and acquiring adjacent lands for expansion 
will be expensive. 

 
C. Closing / Next Steps 

1. Colby Stanton or Janet Yocum / FEMA were selected as the primary PAC 
representative. Matt Gonser / CCH Office of Climate Change, Sustainability 
and Resiliency or Bob Harter / CCH Department of Emergency Management 
were selected as the back-up PAC representative.  

2. The HHMP website will be updated with the agenda and meeting notes 
(www.honoluluharbormp.com/subtac). 

http://www.honoluluharbormp.com/subtac









